
 

 

BIG IDEA: 

Shape Up extends students’ ability to apply mathematics, numeracy 
and technology skills to real-world contexts.   

Students further develop their mathematics and numeracy skills, with 
a focus on the number, shape and measurement strands. They employ 
design thinking processes in response to mathematical-based design 
challenges and create a digital design portfolio. 

SELECTION CRITERIA:  

 Selection criteria are subjective - teacher judgement and student 

interest in the topic should assist selection. 

 Some schools use this project as an opportunity to extend mid-to-

high achieving students and to build staff capability. 
 

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM: 

Content Descriptors G. Capabilities 

Mathematics - (ACMNA123) (ACMMG109) 
(ACMMG138) (ACMMG090) (ACMMG087)      

ASSESSMENT, REPORTING AND COURSE DETAILS:  

 Assessment consists of a pre-test to provide diagnostic data and 
identify starting points, a post-test to measure distance 
travelled, and design tasks collected in a digital portfolio. 

 Schools are provided with a report containing pre- and post-test 
results, attendance data and survey feedback as well as 
qualitative report card comments for inclusion as an OLA. 

Lesson Content  

1 Introduction to Shape Up, web conferencing skills and estate plan  

2 Pre-test, See-Plan-Do-Check approach, self-designed house plan. 

3 Inquiry and design focus – perimeter of the fenced yard. 

4 Inquiry/design focus – area of whole house, whole block and yard space. 

5 Inquiry/design focus – volume of indoor ‘prism shaped’ objects. 

6 Consolidation of perimeter, area and volume. Feedback on portfolios. 

7 Inquiry/design focus – frames (borders) for 4 pieces of indoor artwork.  

8 Inquiry/design focus – surface areas of 3D outdoor items. 

9 Inquiry/design focus – volume of outdoor ‘composite prism shaped’ objects 

10 Consolidation of perimeter, area and volume. Feedback on portfolios. 

11 Post-test, complete portfolios. 

12 Share portfolios, reflect on project, efforts and achievements, celebrate. 
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SCHOOL FEEDBACK 
 

Our students have been 
very receptive to this 
project and all have 
indicated that it is really 
worthwhile engaging in 
it. "Fun" has been used 
often to describe their 
involvement. They have 
indicated that they love 
engaging with their 
online teacher. 
 

Everything is explained 
visually, when the 
students can see the 
lessons it all become 
clear to them. 
 

AVAILABILITY 

Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 
x x  

 
DESIGN PATHWAYS 

Involve students in this 
project only or as part of 
a personalised pathway 
across the year. 
  

CAPABILITY 
 

Join our Aspiring STEM 
Specialists network to 
lead STEM specialisation 
and programs in your 
school. 
 

We highly recommend 
that a staff member logs 
in to each lesson to learn 
more about the teaching 
of mathematics, to 
experience technology- 
enabled learning, and to 
support your students. 
 

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/curriculum/contentdescription/ACMNA123
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/curriculum/contentdescription/ACMMG109
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/curriculum/contentdescription/ACMMG138
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/curriculum/contentdescription/ACMMG090
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/curriculum/contentdescription/ACMMG087
https://online.flippingbook.com/view/853792/10
https://online.flippingbook.com/view/853792/10


 

 
IMPROVED ACHIEVEMENT PRE- TO POST-TEST:  

The following graph demonstrates that, on average, the achievement of Shape Up students 
significantly improved from pre- to post-test assessment in Round 3, 2016.  
NB: Shape Up is offered in Round 3 only each year. The 2017 program is still in progress. 

 

 

STUDENT SURVEY COMMENTS – ROUND 3, 2016  

Before Shape-Up, I was familiar with 
volume, capacity, area and 
perimeter. After Shape-Up I 
understand them all very well now. 
Shape-Up has helped me improve. 

My favourite activities have been 
doing portfolio and improving every 
week 

This has helped me because it is 
practical and I can work with the 
maths and technology together.  

I have really enjoyed Shape Up. My 
favourite thing about it so is making 
our own house. Thank you so much 
for teaching me.  
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